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the epson p5000/ epson sc-p5000 are very easy printers to work with. as can be seen in the difference in the retouched calibration targets, the epson sc-p5000 prints excellent tone and hue profiles while maintaining very consistent 10% logspace measurements. the epson p5000 is a more expensive
printer, and prints are more accurate; however, the printers cannot seem to maintain the levels of consistency that the epson sc-p5000 can. it's important to note here that the measurements included in these three profiles (epson sc-p5000 profile, epson p5000 profile, and standard i1profiler profile) are for
comparison purposes only and were all taken on a single day. the profile that takes the actual measurement for the paper used in this test, will likely be different because of the environment, measuring conditions, and ambient light. according to my preset files for the p5000 (in the above example), the
i1profiler profile is a match for the printing profile of the i1profiler - no surprise here. but look at the same table for the epson sc-p5000 profile: the i1profiler is much, much less accurate than the epson sc-p5000! the biggest differences are for the yellow tones. of course, there are all the yellow and orange
tones, but the epson sc-p5000 profile has more correct colors in those regions. the lower end yellows and oranges are obviously very different. the epson sc-p5000 profile is the most accurate, but it's fairly expensive paper. for this reason, you could get the cheapest paper that still prints as accurately as
the epson sc-p5000 for this test. this is the epson premium xtra glossy paper:
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x-rite offers calibration for a whole slew of measurement devices. in fact, x-rite sells the i1profiler software and the i1profiler lp and i1profiler lpi, also. there are a lot of calibration products from x-rite. x-rite seems to be offering everything under the sun in the calibration space. if you are looking for a
reliable source for calibration, you will want to check out a couple of articles from penny pollack in print magazine this month. x-rite i1profiler is a free-of-charge, software solution for creating high-end profiles for displays and projectors. the i1profiler profiling software is an intuitive gui that makes it easier
to create profiles. its easy to understand, but not simplistic. if youre not a color scientist, youll still be able to create fantastic profiles. also, youll be able to take a look at the color data created and understand it at a deeper level.features: profiles can be created for 1) rgb 2) cmyk 3) full-color profiles more

than 100 color wheel options for easy color selection inspect the conversion process by viewing the destination rgb or cmyk values use the color view mode to quickly inspect the resultant colors compatible with calman pro, calman cpro, calman pro1 and calman pro2 supports up to 8 dpi scanning and
display settings x-rite i1profiler mobile is a free-of-charge, software solution for creating high-end profiles for displays and projectors. the i1profiler profiling software is an intuitive gui that makes it easier to create profiles. its easy to understand, but not simplistic. if youre not a color scientist, youll still be

able to create fantastic profiles. also, youll be able to take a look at the color data created and understand it at a deeper level. features: 5ec8ef588b
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